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The main game is still too difficult, but do you want to take the children to Catan? Date Khan met Catan Jr. Catan Junior is for families with children between 6 and 9 years old. Simplified rules, a more suitable trading system for children and a new less impactful rover called Captain Hook provide the first access to the world of Catan
games. Catan Junior will take you elsewhere from Catan, as you may already know it. There are no settlers here. Instead, players take on the role of pirates who discover new places to build their hideouts - pirate shields - there. Tactical insight Smart negotiates happiness from 6 years 2 - 4 players +/- 30 min. €24.99Buy To build pirate
trunks and ships that need things like wood, swords and gold. If you put up fortresses, you'il have everything for your next fortress. Is the player snaring six? Then Captain Hook appeared in action! The player must move Captain Hook to another field of his choice. As a reward, he receives 2 chips from this landscape field from the total
stock. Besides, a smart parrot, Coco, knows a few tricks. To ask Coco for help, the captain must first pay him for his services. For example, Coco will help you build ships, build a structure or ingest a captain hook away. Catan for young pirates simple rules of play, but fun enough to play with as adults Also suitable for 2 players Quickly
create double one-sided game board shortened game time Brilliant mines in pirate themed CATAN Junior takes families with children aged 6 and to a place quite different from CATAN as we know it. There are no settlers here. Instead, players take on the role of pirates who build their hideouts - called pirate loggias - on all islands and sail
to find new places and build more pirate looms there. Catan experts will easily understand that many basic elements of the Catan main game are included in CATAN Junior, although - in accordance with the theme - they have received different names: pirate dens are built next to the islands, and if the numbers on the islands are rolling,
players receive resource tiles. On the tiles of resources are depicted gold, goats, wood, melasa and skins. These tiles are used to build ships and more pirate sloths or buy development cards (here called Coco tiles), which are played immediately after their purchase. To start a new ship, you need wood and wool of goats. And if you want
to build a manger of pirates, besides wood and wool, you also need cutlass and melas. The thief - well known from catan's main game - also exists in Catan Junior, but here he is a ghost man named Spectre Captain. Ghost captain isn't as bad as in the CATAN base game. It blocks the production of resources on the islands on which it is
placed, but that's all - nothing has been stolen. Unlike the CATAN adult game, players do not have to hold cards in their hands, but can put the soles of the resource in front of them. Catan Junior can be played as a game with 2 players. Although Catan Junior contains some simplified rules so that 6-year-olds can participate without any
difficulties, it is still a ruthless CATAN game. Catan Junior is not only a game for children, but also a real family game that adults and young children can enjoy. Price: €22.95 Number of players: Running time: Level: Age: Brand: Settlers of Catan Junior fun game for kids. In the game you play pirate and try to conquer an island. You do this
by smashing ships and building on the island. Of course, this is not done without the necessary materials. To collect them, roll the dice. Are you missing more material? Maybe then you can exchange your abundant materials with other pirates or in ports, the bank or the market. Beware of the ghost pirate, it can bother you a lot! But luckily
you can expect help from Coco the parrot. Did you build all your cytona? That's when you won the game! The settlers of Catan Jr. is a fun representation of Catan for children who are not yet old enough for the original settlers of Catan. The elements of the original are clearly reflected in it, but are somewhat simplified. For example, roll the
dice for raw materials and you can easily exchange with the bank or ports. With these raw materials you can build pirate castles and ships. Which is the equivalent of houses and streets in the original version. It's nice that there's no distance rule, so don't wipe each other off so fast. The construction of castles and ships is quite fast,
because the raw materials are abundant and can be easily exchanged. Whoever built the first seven castles wins the game! Game tips Make sure you get as many different resources as possible, so you don't have to trade with the bank or other players. Pay special attention to the resources other pirates need. If you own this, you can
have a good job. Review While the settlers of Catan Junior is a children's game, there is certainly active parenting leadership at the beginning. The game has quite high density control, which can take some first accustomed to for children. But on the other hand, the game is able to emulate the experience of the original. This is a very
pleasant game to play with your children and a nice step on the original. Catan Junior's settlers video explain settlers Download Junior Rules PDF Settlers of Catan Junior Game Download Rules
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